CATS PROVIDES TRAINING ASSISTANCE

SGM CHARLES COVINGTON

About a year ago, I reviewed Army Doctrinal Reference Publication (ADRP) 7-0, Training Units and Developing Leaders, and learned about a number of changes. The new doctrine applied the operations process to training management, revised the mission essential task list (METL) concept, and introduced the idea of key collective tasks (KCT). The new training doctrine also included Combined Arms Training Strategies (CATS). CATS provide task-based, event-driven training strategies to assist commanders in planning and executing training events that build and sustain Soldier, leader, and unit proficiency in METL. CATS are part of the Digital Training Management System (DTMS), a web-based tool that helps plan, resource, and manage unit and individual training at all levels. All of these resources are available on the Army Training Network (ATN), a one-stop shop for training products and services — https://atn.army.mil.

Through ATN’s Ask the Trainer feature, I inquired about using the CATS planning tool for METL development. The CATS program team answered all of my questions, and I invited them to the 72nd Infantry Brigade Combat Team’s training center this past January. CATS team analysts provided instruction on the updated training doctrine and automated tools. We provided the analysts with feedback and recommendations on updating the unit CATS. The visit was so valuable that we brought the CATS team back to provide CATS instruction to the entire brigade’s leadership (every officer, command sergeant major [CSM] and operations NCO) as a precursor for METL development at the battalion and company levels. The CATS team’s assistance can help any Infantry unit improve training, develop leaders, and implement Army training doctrine.

The CATS Program is a Department of the Army (DA) program managed by the Combined Arms Center Training (CAC-T) at Fort Leavenworth, Kan. CATS replaced the Army Mission Training Plans (MTPs) in 2007 and are now the primary reference for unit training guidance. CAC-T sends mobile training teams (MTTs) to units to train, educate, and assist Soldiers and leaders on the use of CATS, DTMS, and ATN. These teams also clarify training doctrine in Army Doctrine Publication (ADP) 7-0 and ADRP 7-0. Over the past six months, the CATS MTT has conducted about 20 unit visits and solicited suggestions for improving CATS. The operational Army’s recommendations help the CATS team improve training strategies, which are developed by the Army proponents at the Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) centers and schools.

The CATS Program is governed by Army Regulation (AR) 350-1, Army Training and Leader Development. It is implemented by TRADOC Regulation 350-70, Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation. It also supports AR 220-1, Commanders Unit Status Report. The CATS program consists of three components: the Combined Arms Training Strategy, the ATN CATS Viewer to examine training strategies, and the DTMS CATS Planning Tool. It allows unit leaders and trainers to manipulate the baseline unit information within the training strategy to develop a unit specific training plan.

Training Strategy

CATS assist leaders and trainers in developing unit-specific training plans to achieve training readiness. They integrate mission essential tasks (METS) and standards in weapons training (STRAC)

Figure 1 — Example from HHC Infantry Battalion CATS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>07096R500 - HHC INF BN (SBCT)</th>
<th>Extracts from CATS Planning Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ 71-TS-1201</td>
<td>Execute the Operations Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 71-TS-1203</td>
<td>Conduct Battalion Deployment/Redeployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 06-TS-4661</td>
<td>Conduct Fire Planning (Fires Cell)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 71-TS-1207</td>
<td>Perform Intelligence (S2) Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 07-TS-1007</td>
<td>Conduct a Movement to Contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 07-TS-1011</td>
<td>Conduct a Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 07-TS-1008</td>
<td>Conduct an Attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 71-TS-1003</td>
<td>Conduct Area Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 71-TS-1202</td>
<td>Conduct Battalion Disaster Management (ARNG Only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 07-TS-2123</td>
<td>Conduct Sustainment Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 71-TS-5304</td>
<td>Execute Gunnery Table I-VI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
consistent with the Army Force Generation (ARFORGEN) model readiness cycle process. CATS are based on the company-level tables of organization and equipment (TOEs). The headquarters and headquarters company (HHC), detachment (HHD), troop (HHT), or battery (HHB) unit CATS capture both the company and higher headquarters' training requirements (see Figure 1).

There are two types of CATS: unit CATS and function CATS.

Unit CATS: Unit CATS are TOE-based and focus training on the unit’s mission, capabilities, and functions. CATS are composed of task selections that are descriptive of a unit’s mission, capabilities, and/or functions. Task selections are groupings of tasks that can logically be trained together during a training event. Within the construct of a unit CATS and as allowed by ADRP 7-0, the task selections can be used as METS. These task selections are aligned with and support their next higher unit’s METL. Based on the unit’s METL and the higher commander’s guidance, training covers the task selections and the supporting collective tasks most important for mission success and flexibility for new missions.

Function CATS: Function CATS address functional capabilities common to multiple units and echelons, providing a strategy to train for functional capabilities common to multiple units new missions.

CATS Components
CATS reflect TOE-specific generic training strategies in a crawl-walk-run training progression. They are based on collective tasks which are grouped into task selections that reflect the mission, functions, and capabilities identified in the TOE and provide a recommended frequency for training. An Infantry unit can manipulate the training strategy to generate a unit-specific training plan by selecting the appropriate CATS task selections, its associated collective tasks, and the appropriate training event for a variety of missions. The components of CATS are:

Collective Tasks: A collective task is a clearly defined, discrete, and measurable activity or action which requires organized team or unit performance and leads to accomplishment of the task to a defined standard. A collective task describes the performance of a group of Soldiers in the field under actual operational conditions, and contributes directly to mission accomplishment. It may also be a mission requirement that can be broken down into individual tasks (TRADOC Pamphlet 350-70-1).

Unit Task List (UTL): TRADOC proponents perform analysis on the mission, capabilities, and functions of each unit TOE. Proponents identify the collective tasks necessary for the unit to accomplish its mission as well as the unit’s capabilities and functions. The tasks are organized as a UTL for each TOE. A CATS-generated report (in PDF flat-file format) from DTMS or ATN includes the UTL at the end of the CATS report. The UTL for a unit is also found in DTMS in the CATS Planning Tool.

Task Selections: CATS include multiple task selections based on the unit’s mission, capabilities, and functions. In some
cases additional task selections are identified to address specific activities and requirements found in doctrine. They are titled to correlate with the TOE mission, functions, or capabilities (see Figure 2).

A task selection is a grouping of collective tasks from the UTL that are logically trained together. Because a collective task can support multiple missions, capabilities, and functions, it could be included in more than one task selection. Each task selection recommends frequency on how many times the task selection and collective tasks should be trained to achieve and sustain task proficiency in accordance with ARFORGEN. Task selection frequencies consider ARFORGEN cycles, turnover, turbulence, and skill decline. For example, if a task selection frequency is six, then it is recommended that the task selection be trained at least bimonthly using any combination of the events.

The task selection, with its associated collective tasks and recommended training event frequency, provides a baseline recommendation for the unit leader and trainer to consider when developing the unit training plan (see Figure 3).

When developing the unit training plan, unit leaders and trainers can modify each task selection by accepting, deleting, or adding collective tasks. They also can change the recommended training frequency of each task selection to meet training objectives and task proficiency. Task selections:

- Provide recommendations on training audience (TOE units and elements), what (collective tasks), and how often (event frequency) to train.
- Provide crawl-walk-run training events that allow the unit to achieve proficiency on the UTL collective tasks and often span multiple task selections.
- Offer more than one event for each task selection.
- Can be a MET at battalion and company levels (per ADRP 7-0).

**Training Event:** CATS provides a method or means to train the selected collective task(s) for a specific task selection. Each event provides recommendations about the training audience, how to train, and necessary training resources. Each task selection lists multiple events that provide the crawl-walk-run training methodology for collective tasks. Based on the unit leaders and trainers assessment of the collective task proficiency, one or more recommended training events can be included to achieve task proficiency. The events provide options to commanders to accommodate training at the appropriate level of difficulty based on their training readiness assessment.

When developing the unit training plan, the unit leaders and trainers can manipulate event-specific recommendations to meet their objectives. Figure 4 provides an example of information specified for each event.

**Event Iteration:** This is the number of times the event is recommended to be trained during each ARFORGEN phase. The total recommended iterations for all of the events in the task selection will not exceed the task selection frequency. Iterations for training for Regular Army (AA) and Reserve Component (RC) units will be different because the units have different ARFORGEN training requirements and do not have

---

**Figure 4 — Example Event for Rifle Company (INF BN, IBCT)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event: STX for Conduct an Attack (Live)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active Iterations:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train/Ready 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train/Ready 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Condition:</strong> Walk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training Audience:</strong> COMPANY HEADQUARTERS, RIFLE PLATOON HEADQUARTERS, RIFLE SQUAD, WEAPONS SQUAD, MORTAR SECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TADSS:</strong> MILES - Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training Gates:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action Gates:</strong> Class for Conduct an Attack, STX for Conduct an Attack (Virtual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Facilities:</strong> Local Training Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose:</strong> To train the unit in the tasks associated with conducting an attack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcome:</strong> The unit demonstrates proficiency in applying tactics, techniques, and procedures; SOP items; and tasks related to conducting an attack in a live environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Executive Guidance:</strong> The battalion provides and/or coordinates for resources to include observer/controllers, appropriate cues and responses, and an opposing force (OPFOR). The OPFOR could be another platoon/company from the battalion conducting its own STX, e.g. defense. The scenario should provide for training on successfully maneuvering to and occupying an attack position. The unit places effective direct fires and indirect fires on the enemy element, destroying it or causing it to withdraw. No friendly unit suffers casualties or equipment damage as a result of fratricide. The fire support team (FIST) should be fully integrated into the training in order to incorporate both direct fires and fire support. Force XXI Battle Command Brigade and Below/Blue Force Tracking (FBCB2/BFT) should be trained to enhance situational awareness. Training is conducted during both day and night, and in various MOPP levels. More complex and challenging conditions should be included in the scenario in order to sustain and enhance training proficiency and readiness. Training support packages (TSPs) for this training can be retrieved from AKO at <a href="https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/628259">https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/628259</a>. Scroll down to “McOe Collective Training Documents” and open the hyperlink for either H, I, or SBCT TSP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the same number of annual training days.

**Event Duration:** This is the recommended duration of the event, in hours, and includes time to execute the training, to conduct after action reviews, and to retrain if necessary. The duration of the events is designed to fall short of the number of training days available to the AA or RC force as specified in the ARFORGEN training templates. To confirm the training day calculation, you should avoid double-counting an event if it is recommended for multi-echelon training.

**Training Audience:** These are the units, elements, or individuals in the unit TOE recommended to participate in the event to achieve the commander’s desired end state and level of proficiency. An entire unit or certain individuals can be specified. Where units or individuals not contained in a unit’s TOE should participate, the applicable TOEs are included.

**Multi-echelon Training:**
Multi-echelon training is the simultaneous training of a unit’s subordinate elements under the umbrella of a higher-echelon event. For example, while the battalion staff participates in a brigade command post exercise (CPX), the battalion HHC and other subordinate companies could concurrently conduct situational training exercises (STXs) or live-fire exercises (LFXs). The multi-echelon training listed with each event lists other CATS task selection events from subordinate elements, staff sections, or other units that may be included.

**Facilities:** Facilities recommended for the event include ranges, classrooms, maneuver area requirements, and other Army training support system (TSS) requirements not addressed in the training aids, devices, simulations, and simulator (TADSS) section.

**Training Gates:** These are recommended events and task selections the unit should be proficient in prior to training the event. The identification of training gates provides a method to achieve a level of task proficiency before training the next higher level event to:
- Avoid serious personal injury or equipment damage;
- Ensure the training audience will be sufficiently qualified and trained to benefit from participation in the current event; and
- Ensure the training audience will be proficient enough to not hinder training for other participants.

Generally, there are four types of training gates: collective task gates, action gates, drill gates, and individual tasks.

**Warfighter Training Support Packages (WTSPs):** A WTSP is a complete, detailed, exportable package integrating training products, materials, and information necessary to support operating force training. WTSPs provide the details for securing...
the training materials, venues, and other necessary resources identified in each unit task selection event supporting the DA-approved METLs for designated units. If a WTSP is applicable to an event, it is listed.

**Resources:** This identifies resources projected to be used during the event. Data is based on the TOE equipment of the training audience.

**The DTMS CATS Planning Tool:** The CATS Planning Tool is a database program that allows unit leaders and trainers to manipulate the baseline unit information within the training strategy to develop a unit-specific training plan. The CATS Planning Tool is the preferred resource to develop a unit training plan because it is integrated with DTMS. Users can use a number of functions within the CATS Planning Tool to view, select, assess, and schedule holistic, doctrinal, or unit-selected METL-focused tasks and training events. To access the CATS Planning Tool, the user must have a DTMS account with the appropriate permissions.

The steps to access the CATS Planning Tool:

1. From DTMS main menu, select “Planning” then “CATS” to access the DTMS CATS Planning Tool.
2. The DTMS CATS Planning Tool will load the unit CATS by default or can be “switched” to a different CATS using the “Switch CATS” feature.

Some of the major functions that the DTMS CATS Planning Tool provides are:

1. The **METL** tab. It is comprised of two windows: Key Collective Tasks and CATS Doctrinal METL. The Key Collective Tasks window facilitates unit selection of collective tasks and task selections to support training to proficiency on each METL in the unit’s METL. The CATS Doctrinal METL window shows the proponent-defined METL-focused collective tasks and task selections.

2. The **Training Events Matrix.** It depicts the holistic, unit-selected or proponent defined METL-focused training strategy. It shows the relationship between the task selection and its associated training events, to include recommended frequencies and duration. The strategies are aligned to the ARFORGEN cycle and are differentiated by component.

3. The **CATS Wizard.** It provides a step-by-step process for viewing, assessing, selecting and scheduling collective tasks, task selections and training events. It incorporates them into a planning calendar.

4. The **Doctrinal Calendar.** It facilitates unit planning by importing CATS training events in the unit planning calendar.

**The ATN CATS Viewer:** The ATN CATS Viewer provides users access to the CATS task data without the requirement for DTMS privileges. To access the ATN CATS Viewer, follow the step-by-step instructions below:

1. Go to the ATN page; under the Unit Training Management Enabler tab, select Combined Arms Training Strategies.
2. Access search CATS.
3. Search by TOE, title, or by proponent.
4. Select unit CATS to view.
5. View unit CATS.
6. To view CATS task selections and tasks, click on the blue hyperlink CATS task selection. A separate window will appear with associated tasks.

Collective task data provide a hyperlink to the training and evaluation outline (T&EO) for each task. The T&EO also captures supporting collective and individual tasks and its references.

1. To view and/or download the complete unit CATS, select “Combined Report.”

**Conclusion**

During the last few years, the Army’s operational tempo has been so high that Soldiers received top-down, prescribed training to support theater requirements. Army leaders are now regaining their skills in unit training management. While they know the unit training management process since it mirrors the operational process, they must now learn the training support capabilities available to them at home station. The CATS team helped educate and refocus my unit on how to plan and conduct training requirements using doctrine and doctrine-based tools. My advice to other units facing similar challenges: Visit ATN and DTMS for your training information and requirements and use CATS. CATS will save you time by providing proponent-approved strategies that will allow you to extract a customized unit training plan to prepare your unit for its next mission. And if you’d like a little more help, then use the “Ask the Trainer” feature to get the support and assistance you need.

**CATS Internet Resources**

The ATN CATS Viewer website: https://atn.army.mil/dsp_CATSViewer01.aspx#.


**CATS Reference Sources**

AR 350-1, Army Training and Leader Development (4 August 2011)

AR 220-1, Army Unit Status Reporting and Force Registration – Consolidated Policies (15 April 2010)

The Army Training Strategy (4 April 2011)

ADP 7-0, Training Units and Developing Leaders (23 August 2012)

ADPR 7-0, Training Units and Developing Leaders (23 August 2012)

TR 350-70, Systems Approach to Training Development, Management, Processes and Products (6 December 2011)

TP 350-70-1, Training Development in Support of the Operational Domain (24 February 2012)

Army Training Network (ATN) – https://atn.army.mil
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